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Any person aggrieved by this Order-in-Appeal may file an appeal to the appropriate authority in the followingway.

National Bench or Regional Bench of Appellate Tribunal framed under GST Act/CGST Act in the cases where
() one of the issues invo ved relates to place of supply as per Section 109(5) of CGST Act, 2017..

' . .

State Bench or Area Bench of Appellate Tribunal framed under GST Act/CGST Act other than as mentioned in
{ii)

para- (A)(i) above in terms of Section 109(7) of CGST Act, 2017
·-···

(iii) Appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall be filed as prescribed under Rule 110 of CGST Rules, 2017 and shall be
accompanied wit a fee of Rs. One Thousand for every Rs. One Lakh of Tax or Input Tax Credit involved or the
difference in Tax or Input Tax Credit involved or the amount of fine, fee or penalty determined in the order
appealed against, subject to a maximum of Rs. Twenty-Five Thousand.

(B) Appeal under Section 112(1) of CGST Act, 2017 to Appellate Tribunal shall be filed along with relevant
documents either electronically or as may be notified by the Registrar, Appellate Tribunal in FORM GST APL-
05, on common portal as prescribed under Rule 110 of CGST Rules, 2017, and shall be accompanied by a copy
of the order appealed against within seven days offiling FORMGST APL-OS online.

(i) Appeal to be filed before Appellate Tribunal under Section 112(8) of the. CGST Act, 2017 after paying -
(i) Full amount of Tax, Interest, Fine, Fee and Penalty arising from the impugned order, as is

admitted/accepted by the appellant, and
(ii) A sum equal to twenty five per cent of the remaining amount of Tax in dispute, in

addition t(j)'tKe amount paid under Section 107(6) of CGST Act, 2017, arising from the said order, in
relation to which the appeal has been filed. ..

lll) The Central Goods & Service Tax ( Ninth Removal of Difficulties) Order, 2019 dated 03.12.2019 has provided
that the appeal to tribunal can be made within three months from the date of communication of Order or
date, on which the President or the State President, as the case may be, of the Appellate Tribunal enters
office, whichever is later.
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ORDER IN APPEAL

The Assistant Commissioner, CGST, Division VII, Ahmedabad
South (hereinafter referred to as the 'Appellant/Department') in terms of

Review Order No. 207/2023-24 & 208/2023-24 dated 12.05.2023, issued

under Section 107 of the CGST Act, 2017, has filed the present appeals

offline in terms of Advisory No.9/2020 dated 24.09.2020 issued by the

Additional Director General (Systems), Bengaluru. The respondent had filed

refund claim on account of Merchant Export Under Rule 89 sub rule 4B of

CGST Rules 2017. The appeals are filed against Orders No.

ZI2411220133903 dated 14.11.2022 and ZL2411220151558 dated

15.11.2022 (hereinafter referred to as the 'Impugned Orders') passed in

Form-GST-RFD-06 by the Assistant Commissioner, CGST, Division VII,

Ahmedabad South (hereinafter referred to as the 'Adjudicating Authority')

sanctioning refunds to M/s. Ratnam Stone Exports, 903, 9th Floor,

Indraprasth Corporate, Opp. Venus Atlantis, Nr. Prahladnagar Garden,

Prahladnagar Road, Ahmedabad - 380 015 (hereinafter referred to as the
'Respondent').

0

0

/' ARN No. and Date Period of Refund Amount of Refund,
claim claim

AA240922088300E / 27.09.2022 June 2022 Rs.2,42,759/
AA2410220627835 / 17.10.2022 July 2022 Rs. 2,36,604/

ate. (i). Briefly stated the fact of the case is that the Respondent4d '8»
$f1,&sgistered under GsTN No. 24AA4GFR12031zw had led refund claims or
(: ~J IT\;:)accumulated due to export of goods/services without payment of tax.
\ k#laeae are sunder:.,,

After verification ·of aforementioned refund claims, the Adjudicating Authority
found the claims in order and accordingly has sanctioned the refund claims

of Rs.2,42,759/- and Rs. 2,36,604/- vide impugned orders. .

2(ii). During review of said refund claims it was observed by the

Department/Appellant that the Adjusted turnover of supply has been taken

2,59,80,230/- & Rs.3,25,53,465/- which are found to be FOB Value

whereas, as per GST Returns (Invoice Value) for respective months, the .

Adjusted total turnover of supply is Rs. 2,96,70,785/- & Rs.3,83,39,790/

respectively. While considering the Adjusted Turnover, the_ Adjudicating

Authority has considered the FOB Value, however, Invoice Value declared by

the Claimant in respective Returns were required to be consider. For more

clarity, the department has referred definition of Adjusted Total Turnover
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given as per clause. (E) of. sub-rule (4) of Rule 89 and also referred sub
section (112) of Section 2 of CGST Act, 2017. Further, the Department has
referred the definition of Value of Taxable supply given in Section 15 of the
CGST Act, 2017. Accordingly, by referring above provisions the department
has concluded that "from the combined reading of above provisions, it is clear
that for calculating the Adjusted Total Turnover, the value of the zero rated
supply of goods would be the invoice value as declared by the taxpayer in his

returns for the relevant period and not FOB value". Thus, taking the higher
value of Adjusted total turnover from GT Returns (2,96,70,785/- &

Rs.3,83,39,790/-) and applying the· same in formula for refund of export
without. payment of tax, the admissible refund comes Rs. 2,12,561/- &

Rs.2,00,895/- instead of Rs. 2,12,561/- & Rs.2,00,895/- respectively, as
sanctioned by the sanctioning authority. Thus, there is excess sanction of
Refund of Rs. 30,193/- & Rs.35,709/- to the claimant which is required to be
recovered along with interest.

0 3. In view of above facts, the Appellant/Department has filed the

Period Turnover of Adjusted Total Net ITC Refund Refund Excessof Zero rated Turnover of (3) Amount Amount RefundRefund supply supply as per Sanction Admissible Amountclaim (1) returns ed (5) sanctioned(2) (4) (13/2) (6)June'22 2,59 80.230 2 96.70 785 2 42 756 2,42 156 2,12 562 30 193

Period Turnover of Adjusted Total Net ITC Refund Refund Excessof Zero rated Turnover of (3) Amount Amount RefundRefund supply supply as per Sanction Admissible ' Amountclaim (1) returns ed (5) sanctioned(2) (4) (13/2) (6)July'22 3 25 53 465 3 83.39 790 2.36 604 2 36 604 2 00 895 35 708

present appeal on following grounds:

Adjudicating Authority has wrongly considered FOB value .e.
2,59,80,230/- & Rs.3,25,53,465/- as Adjusted Total Turnover instead of
correct Adjusted Total Turnover (invoice value declared in returns) i.e.
2,96,70,785/- & Rs.3,83,39,790/-respectively in the prescribed fonnula.
This has resulted into sanction of excess refund of Rs. 30, 193/- &
Rs.35,709/- respectively.

While calculating Adjusted Total Turnover in present refund claims the
Adjudicating Authority has considered Zero-Rated supply as mentioned in
FOB (the claimant has made only zero rated supply during the given
period of refund claim), however, the same should be total value/Invoice
value ofzero-rates supply declared in GSTReturns.

- Also, for more clarity regarding calculation ofAdjusted Total Turnover, it is
pertinent to refer definition given in Rule 89 {4){E) of CGST Rules, 2017
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read with sub-section (112) of Section 2 of CGST Act, 2017 as well as
Section 15 of the CGSTAct, 2017

From the combined reading of above provisions, it is clear that for
calculating the Adjusted Total Turnover, the value of the zero rated supply
of goods would be the invoice value as declared by the taxpayer in his
returnsfor the relevantperiod and not FOB value".

Rule 89(4) of the CGST Rules, 2017prescribes the formulafor computing
the admissible amount of refund of unutilized ITC on account of zero rated
supplies made withoutpayment of tax. Same is reproduced as under:
Refund Amount = (Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods + Turnover of
zero-rated supply of services) x Net ITC + Adjusted Total Turnover

- "Adjusted Total Turnover" has been defined in clause (E) of Rule 89(4) of
CGSTRules, 2017as under :

(E) ''Adjusted Total Turnover" means the sum total of the value of-
(a) the turnover in a· State or a Union territory, as defined
under clause (112) ofsection 2, excluding the turnover of services;

- "Turnover in state or turnover in Union territory" as referred to in the
definition of «Adjusted Total Turnover" in Rule 89(4) has been defined
under sub-section (112) of Section 2 of CGSTAct, 2017, as
"turnover in State" or "turnover in Union territory" means the aggregate
value of all taxable supplies (excluding the value of inward supplies on

which tax is payable by a person on reverse charge basis) and exempt
supplies made within a State or Union territory by a taxable person,
exports of goods or services or both and inter-State supplies of goods or
services or both made from the State or Union territory by the said taxable
person but excludes central tax, State tax, Union territory tax, integrated
tx and cess".

- Further, para 8 of Notification No. 14/2022 - Central Tax dated
05.07.2022, in Rule 89, (c) in sub-rule (4) has been amended where the
following Explanation has been inserted, namely :

- Explanation. - For the purposes of this sub-rule, the value of goods
exported out of India shall be taken as -

(i) the Free on Board (FOB) value declared in the Shipping Bill
or Bill of Export form, as the case may be, as per the
Shipping Bill and Bill of Export (Forms) Regulations,
2017; or

(ii) the value declared in tax invoice or bill of supply, whichever is less."
- ·Accordingly, , applying formulae on correct value of Adjusted Total

Turnover, the refund admissible comes 2,12,561/- & Rs.2,00,895/
instead 0f 2,42,156/- & 2,36,604/- respectively sanctioned by the
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sanctioning authority. Thus, there is excess sanction of refund of 30,193/
& Rs.35,709/- to the claimant which is required to be recovered with
interest.

In view of above, the appellant/ department has made prayer as under:
1. To set aside the impugned orders, wherein adjudicating authority has

erroneously sanctioned 2,42,156/- 8 2,36,604/- instead of 2,12,561/- &

Rs.2,00,895/- respectively, under Section 54(3) of the CGSTAct, 2017.
u. To pass an order directing the said original authority to recover. and

appropriate the amount erroneously refunded of 30,193/ & Rs.35,709/

with interest.
m. Topass any other order(s) as deemedfit in the interest ofjustice.

4. Accordingly, in response to present appeals the Respondent has
submitted Cross Objections in response to all the Appeals on dated

07.07.2023.
The Respondent in their aforesaid Cross Objections has referred

Rule 89(4) of the CGST Rules, 2017 and Notification No. 14/2022-Central
Tax dated 05.07.2022. The Respondent has also referred provisions of

Section .2(112) and Section 16(1) of the CGST Act, 2017. The Respondent

has mainly contended that 
- The value of the goods declared in the GST invoice and the value in the

corresponding shipping bill of export should be examined and the lower
of the 2 values should be taken into account while calculating the eligible

. .

amount of refund.
While re-calculating the refund, the department appellant, in the formula
of refund under Rule 89(4) of CGST Rules, 2017, has adopted the FOB
value for export goods for arriving Turnover of Zero-rated supply of
goods, but considered the invoice value of zero rated supply of good for
arriving Total Adjusted Turnover. Therefore, authority has considered
two different values for the same supply .e., turnover of zero-rated
supply of goods.

- The adjusted total turnover of zero rated supply under category
Merchant Export, has been taken as Rs. 2,59,80,230/- and
3,25,53,465/- however the same iffound to be the FOB value, whereas
as per invoice value declared by the respondent in the GST returns for
the given months, the Adjusted Total Turnover is as Rs. 2,96,70,785/

and 3,83,39,790/
- In respect to claim of refund under Rule 89(4B) of CGST Rules, 2017

there is no specific refund formula has been specified on the b~s of
turnover.

4
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In view of above submissions, the Respondent has made prayer to set

aside the appeal filed by the department appellant and allow the refund

of 2,42,156/- & 2,36,604/- duly sanctioned by the authority in RFD-06,

and drop the contention of appellant to reject the refund of 30,193/- &
Rs.35,709/-.

5, Personal hearing in the present matter was held on dated

12.07.2023, wherein Mr. Sourabh Singhal, CA appeared on behalf of the

Respondent as authorised representative. During PH he has submitted that

the Value of Export for numerator as well as for denominator in formula

should be taken and which should be FOB value as per Rule 89(4). The

department contention that for denominator (i.e. total adjusted invoice

valued should be taken. contrary to the Rule 89(4), then not sustainable.

Further in cases of goods under concessional· rate i.e. 0.1% (0/05% SGST

and 0/05%), Provision of 89(4B) are attracted, and of 89(4), therefore
department appeal is liable for rejection.

Discussion and Findings:

0

vi an. ~!,~'. •_;_:~::·?>~~. . I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, groundsf5 sg4gg'of appeals, submissions made by the Respondent and documents
e:: u '"''.\.• ) . '<¾fie=?jgjailable on record. 1 find that in the present case, appeals are fled

~ain,5t impugned orders wherein refund of accumulated ITC due to
export without payment of tax amounting to 2,42,156/- & 2,36,604/

were sanctioned. The appellant/ department in both the present appeals

mainly contended that the Adjusted Total Turnover is the "sum total of
the value of the turnover in a state or a Union territory, as defined under
clause_112 of Section 2 of the CGSTAct, 2017" i.e. inclusive of Zero Rated

supplies and Local supplies and the adjudicating authority has

considered value of zero rated supplies as per FOB Value instead of

Invoice Value; accordingly, granted excess amount of refunds of
30,193/- & Rs.35,709/- to the Respondent.

7. I refer para 4 of CBIC Circular NO.147/03/2021-GST dated
12-3-2021, wherein Board has given guidelines for calculation of
adjusted total turnover in an identical issue as under :

5
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4. The manner of calculation of Adjusted Total Turnover under sub-rule
(4) ofRule 89 of CGSTRules, 2017.

4.1 Doubts have been raised as to whether the restriction on turnover of
zero-rated supply of goods to 1.5 times the value of like goods
domestically supplied by the same or, similarly placed, supplier, as
declared by the supplier, imposed by amendment in definition of the
"Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods" vide Notification No. 16/2020
Central Tax dated 23.03.2020, would also apply for computation of
"Adjusted Total Turnover" in the formula given under Rule 89 (4) of CGST
Rules, 2017for calculation of admissible refund amount.
4.2 Sub-rule (4) of Rule 89 prescribes the formula for computing the
refund of unutilised ITC payable on account of zero-rated supplies made
without payment of tax. ·The formula prescribed under Rule 89 (4) is
reproduced below, as under:

"Refund Amount = (Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods + Turnover of
zero-rated supply of services) x Net ITC +Adjusted Total Turnover"
4.3 Adjusted Total Turnover has been defined in clause (E) of sub-rule
(4) ofRule 89 as under:

''Adjusted Total Turnover" means the sum total of the value of- (a) the
turnover in a State or a Union territory, as defined under clause (112) of
section 2, excluding the turnover of services; and (b) the turnover of zero
rated supply of services determined in terms of clause (DJ above and
non-zero-rated supply of services, excluding- (i) the value of exempt
supplies other than zero-rated supplies; and (ii) the turnover of supplies
in respect of which refund is claimed under sub-rule (4A) or sub-rule (4B)

rvr s o
• s. or both, if any, during the relevant period.'

o o"
k 4.4"Turnover in state or turnover in Union territory" as referred to in the

definition of ''Adjusted Total Turnover" in Rule 89 (4) has been defined
under sub-section (112) of Section 2 of CGSTAct 2017, as: "Turnover in
State or turnover in Union territory" means the aggregate value of all
taxable supplies (excluding the value of inward supplies on which tax is
payable by aperson on reverse charge basis) and exempt supplies made
within a State or Union territory by a taxable person, exports of goods or
services or both and inter State supplies of goods or services or both
made from the State or Union territory by the said taxable person but
excludes central tax, State tax, Union territory tax, integrated tax and
cess"

0

4.5 From the examination of the above provisions, it is noticed that
''Adjusted Total Turnover" includes "Turnover in a State or Union
Territory", as defined in Section 2(112) of CGST Act. As per Section
2(112), "Turnover in a State or Union Territory" includes turnover/ value

6
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of export/ zero-rated supplies of goods. The definition of "Turnover of
zero-rated supply of goods" has been amended vide Notification
No. 16/2020-Central Tax dated 23.03.2020, as detailed above. In view of
the above, it can be stated that the same value of zero-rated/ export
supply of goods, as calculated as per amended definition of "Turnover of
zero-rated supply of goods", need to be taken into consideration while
calculating "turnover in a state or a union territory", and· accordingly, in
"adjusted total turnover"for the purpose of sub-rule (4) of Rule 89. Thus,
the restriction of 150% of the value of like goods- domestically supplied,
as applied in "turnover of zero-rated supply of goods", would also apply
to the value of "Adjusted Total Turnover" in Rule 89 (4) of the CGST
Rules, 2017.

4.6 Accordingly, it is clarified that for the purpose of Rule 89(4), the
value of export/ zero rated supply of goods to be included while
calculating "adjusted total turnover" will be same as being determined
as per the amended definition of "Turnover of zero-rated supply of
goods" in the said sub-rule.

Applying the above clarification, the value of turnover of

zero rated supply of goods i.e. value of export taken towards turnover

of zero rated supply of gods need to be taken as value of zero rated

supply of goods in adjusted total turnover in the formula. In other

words, in cases where there is only zero rated supply of goods, turnover

value of zero rated supply of goods at numerator and turnover value of
avia,,%$${yo rated supply in total adjusted total turnover at denominator wl be

. :{e -.,:-,.'-'/(( \tv-' e

kj % lg rrner mna that as er aennteon or «au.tea oar uroer6s..10
It elefined in clause (E) of sub-rule (4) of Rule 89, adjusted total turnover

)

includes value of all outward supplies of goods and services made

during the relevant period including zero rated (export) supply of

goods. Accordingly, in the formula prescribed under Rule 89 (4) of

CGST Rules the value of zero rated turnover of goods i.e. value of

export comes at numerator as well as in total adjusted turnover at

denominator. In the present appeals, the value of zero rated turnover

i.e. value of export was taken as FOB value as per shipping bill.

However, the adjusted turnover is taken as per GSTR-3B returns, which

imply that turnover of zero rated supply in adjusted total turnover is

taken as invoice value. Apparently, this result in adopting two different

values for same zero rated supply of goods, which I find is wrong. and

not in consonance with statutory provisions, as the CBIC has

conspicuously clarified vide aforesaid Circular dated 12.03.2021 that

7
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0

"for the purpose of Rule 89(4), the value of export/ zero rated supply of
goods to be included while calculating "adjusted total turnover" will be
same as being determined as per the amended definition of "Turnover of

zero-rated supply of goods" in the said sub-rule". Therefore, I am of the

considered view that the same value of zero rated supply of goods i.e.

value of export (FOB Value) taken as turnover of zero rared supply of

goods in present matters need to be taken in adjusted total turnover

also.

9. Further, I find that Appellant/Department has referred the

Notification No. 14/2022-Central Tax dated 05.07.2022 issued by the

CBIC in the present appeal proceedings. The relevant portion of,

Notification is reproduced as under :

G.S.R... (E). -,-Jn exercise of the powers conferred by section 164
of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 0f 2017), the
Central Government, on the recommendations of the Council, hereby
makes the following rules further to amend the Central Goods and
Services Tax Rules, 2017, namely:
8. In the said rules, in rule 89, 
(c) 'in sub-rule (4), the following Explanation shall be inserted, namely:
-"Explanation. - For the purposes of this sub-rule, the value ofgoods
exported out of India shall be taken as -(i) the Free on Board (FOB)
value declared in the Shipping Bill or Bill of Export form, as the case
may be, as per the Shipping Bill and Bill of Export (Forms)
Regulations, 2017; or (ii) the value declared in tax invoice or bill of
supply,
whichever is less."

In the. present matter I find that the Respondent has

considered the FOB value for the Zero rated Turnover in the RFD-01 i.e.

refund applications being the lesser value and the department/appellant

is not disputing about the same in the present appeal. However, the

department is disputing about the value of adjusted total turnover only.

10. I find that the respondent having 100% export turnover during

the period of the claim the value of adjusted total turnover will be equal

to the turnover of zero rated export of goods. Consequently, there will
not be any change in the amount of refund to be granted to the

respondent as per formula for refund provided in Rule 89(4B) of XGST

Rules, 2017.

8
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11. In view of above facts of the case, submissions made by
Respondent and discussion made herein above, I hold that the
adjudicating authority has rightly considered the turnover of zero rated
supply of goods based on FOB Value being lower value in accordance
with the Notification No. 14/2022-CT dated 05.07.2022. Further, the
adjudicating authority has also rightly considered the same value in
adjusted total turnover for zero rated supplies in accordance with
Circular No. 147/03/2021-GST dated 12.03.2021.

11. In view of above, I do not find any merit or legality in the
present appeals filed by the appellant/ department to set aside the
impugned orders and order for recovery of erroneous/excess refund
30,193/- & Rs.35,709/- sanctioned to the Respondent on the grounds
mentioned in appeals. Accordingly, I upheld the impugned orders and
reject the appeals filed by the appellant/ department.

ftaaafgrafRt{arta fa 2. Ir sq1aafan arar?
The appeals filed by the appellant/ department stands disposed of

in above terms.

0

Appellant

0
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